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Abstract. We introduce a new expansion to prove exponential clustering of
connected correlations in a large class of disordered systems. Our expansion
converges for values of the temperature and magnetic field where standard
cluster expansions diverge, due to the presence of Griffiths type singularities. It
is organized inductively over an infinite sequence of increasing distance scales.
In each induction step one redefines what is means by the "unperturbed
system", a procedure somewhat reminiscent of K.A.M. theory. Our techniques
may be useful in dealing with the so-called large-field problem in real-space
renormalization group schemes.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

In this paper we introduce a new method to partially resum high-temperature, or
low-activity expansions in situations where they actually diverge. Our method can
be used, for example, to analyze spin glasses, the random-field Ising model and
other disordered systems at temperatures and activities where straight
high-temperature, or low-activity expansions diverge, due to the presence of
so-called Griffiths singularities [1]. We think that our results and methods are a
prerequisite for understanding critical behavior in disordered systems.

Among the mathematical problems that one encounters in the study of
disordered systems are:

A. Certain random couplings, such as the spin-spin couplings, Jij9 in a spin
glass or the inverse of the magnetic field, hj9 in a random field model, can have
anomalously large values over large regions of the lattice with very small, but
positive probability. In the vicinity of such regions the correlation length is
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anomalously large. As a consequence, one may find singularities in the free energy
and/or in certain correlations as functions of e.g. the inverse temperature, /?,
arbitrarily close to the origin, and ordinary cluster expansions (such as the high-
temperature expansion) are bound to diverge. In a special model singularities of
this type have been proven to exist [1]. They are called Griffiths singularities.

Consider, for example, a nearest-neighbor Ising spin glass model on a lattice Zv

with Hamilton function

and suppose that the couplings Jtj are random variables that can become
arbitrarily large with non-zero probability. Then there exist, for any n = 1 , 2, 3, . . . ,
arbitrarily large (hyper-) cubes, Λn, in Έv such that J^n, for all ij in Λn. In the
vicinity of Λn, "correlation lengths" are expected to be large, for large n. More
precisely, if one performs a high-temperature expansion for expectations of spin
variables which couple to spins in Λn, one expects that it diverges for \β\ > const Ί/n.
Since this argument can be used for all values of n, one concludes that the radius of
convergence of the ordinary high-temperature expansion is presumably zero. If the
support of the J^ 's is bounded, but their variance is non-zero one still expects that
the high-temperature expansion starts to diverge inside the single phase region,
well before any transition point is reached. If all J^ 's are required to be positive
then the high-temperature expansion is likely to diverge when

but long-range ordering only sets in for

In such models one can use the Lee-Yang circle theorem to actually prove that, in
some cases, the magnetization, M(h), has a singularity at h = 0, without there being
spontaneous magnetization, i.e. M(h = 0) = 0, provided β is sufficiently large (but
not so large as to cause spontaneous magnetization). In this situation one expects
that correlations have no analytic continuation from Re/z>0 to Re/ί<0, and
expansions in powers of h around h = 0 diverge, [1].

Difficulties which are closely related, mathematically, to the ones described
above are also encountered when one tries to carry out block-spin transfor matins in
a real-space renormalization group calculation: The purpose of such calculations
is to construct an effective Hamilton function (or effective action) as a functional of
the block-spins with the help of e.g. cluster expansions [2-4]. However, the block-
spins can be anomalously large over fairly extended regions of the coarser lattice,
albeit with small a priori probability. Such events obstruct the convergence of the
high-temperature expansion that one would like to use to integrate out the
fluctuation field. This difficulty is known as the large-field problem [2-4]. The
techniques introduced in this paper might provide a rather efficient way of dealing
with large-field problems in real-space renormalization group calculations.

B. Another mathematical problem arises if the random couplings, Jij9 between
spins may have anomalously long range, e.g. in the sense that Σ \Jtj\ diverges with
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probability one. In this situation one expects that if Σ IΛ/I 2 < °° and the phases
jeZv

of Jy are sufficiently random, then no long range order, or sensitive dependence on
boundary conditions, appears at high temperatures. Indeed, a suitable form of the
cluster expansion should converge, in an L^-sense with respect to {Jίι7 }9 with p^ 2.

In this paper we develop analytical methods to deal with problem A. The basic
philosophy underlying our methods is inspired by previous work on Anderson
localization [5] and shares various ideas and concepts with K.A.M. theory in
classical Hamiltonian dynamics [6]. Our methods are inductive; the induction
being indexed by an infinite sequence of increasing distance scales. In the course of
our inductive construction we redefine successively what we mean by the
"unperturbed system". Each induction step involves a cluster expansion about a
new "unperturbed system", incorporating more and more, larger and larger lattice
regions, where the random couplings are large. The cluster expansions are done
using the techniques in [7-9]. The goal of our construction is to establish, with
probability one, uniqueness of the equilibrium state and exponential cluster
properties for connected correlations in disordered systems at fairly high
temperatures or in fairly strong magnetic fields. We obtain an expansion for the
logarithm of the partition function in terms of quantities that depend locally on the
random fields. This corresponds to calculating the effective action in a block-spin
renormalization group setting. Thus we develop tools which we believe may be
useful to control the large-field problem.

1.2. Models

The physical systems which we propose to study are spin glasses, disordered
ferromagnets, and ferromagnets in random magnetic field. A typical mathematical
model of such a system is an Ising-spin model with Hamilton function

j, (1.1)

where i and j range over the lattice Zv, the spins σ-3 take values + 1 with equal a
priori probability, for all j e Zv, and the couplings

"
are real-valued, independent, identically distributed random variables. Typical
distributions for these variables are the following ones:

(1) Random Field I sing Model (RFIM), Large Disorder

j.j = 0, for \i —j\ ή= 1,

J f l = l , for | z—/Ί = l ,
r— \ (1-3)

dλ(hj) = (γ2πH} ~l exp (- h^/2H2)dhj,
e~β(H-cons
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(2) High Temperature Spin Glass

Jij9 for |i-./|Φl,

y) = (]/2πAΓ1 exp( - (Jtj - J)2/2A 2)dJtj, (1.4)

dλ(hj): an arbitrary probability measure,, β <^ 1.

(3) High Temperature Spin Glass, Slowly Decaying Distribution for Jtj

Jij = Q, for \i— j |φ l , 1

( i \-(λ/ \(τ2 Λ2\-^Ai {

dλ(hj) arbitrary, β^ί. J

We define

TOD = ί Π dβ(7y) Π dλ(Λj)F(J, Λ). (1.6)

(4) Low Temperature, Predominantly Ferromagnetic Spin Glass

J. j as in (2),
_'7 V ' (1.7)
J=l, A<ζl, β^>l, hj = Q.

(4") Random Field Isίng Model, Small Disorder

Jtj as in(l) , hj=0, ^J<^1? J8>1. (1.8)

(5) High Temperature Spin Glass, Long Range Interactions

with
Σ D^

v

arbitrary,

(1.9)

The point of this example is that Jtj may have very long range with non-zero
probability, but that the phase oiJtj is sufficiently random to wipe out correlations
over very far distances. It can happen that \J^\ is not summable, but that,
nevertheless, a standard cluster expansion converges in If with respect to {jy,

All these examples offer different challenges of varying difficulty.
To start with the analysis of these models one first studies finite subsystems. In

the definition (1.1) of Jf one restricts the summations over j to a finite subset Λ of
Zv. The corresponding Hamilton function is denoted fflΛ. Moreover, one chooses a
probability measure, dPΛ, on the space of configurations {σ/}/ e Zv\Λ. The equilib-
rium state of the system in A with boundary conditions given by dPΛ is then
defined by

dμβiPΛ(σ) = Z^PΛe-^^dPΛ(σ), (1.10)

where Zβ>PΛ is the partition function chosen so that $dμβtPΛ(σ) = l. (The integral
sign stands for summation over all possible configurations {σ/};eZv.)
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In this paper we set out to analyze existence and uniqueness of the
thermodynamic limit, A/ Zv, of the states dμβ>PΛ and the cluster properties of
dμβ>pΛ, uniformly in A, under suitable hypotheses on /?, H, A, J. We seek to prove
results which hold with probability one with respect to (J, h) = {Jip hj}iJeZv.

1.3. Results

We now sketch our main results. We define the expectation <( ))0,Λ( Λ Ό by

dμβtPΛ(σ). (1.11)

If F is some function of {σj}jeZv we let suppF denote the set of sites x e Zv with the
property that F depends non-trivially on σx. Let A and B be functions depending
only on finitely many spins, σ,-. Let a e 2£v, and define Ba by the equation Ba({σ}})
= β({σ/ _α}). We are interested in the behavior of connected correlations

{A Bayβ_Λ(J, h) = (A Bayβ,A(J, h)- (Ayβ,Λ(J, h) (Bayβ,Λ(J, h), (1.12)

for large values of |α|, where \a\ denotes the Euclidean length of a. More generally,
we propose to study the asymptotic behavior of connected correlations of n
observables

as \at — βyl-KX), for iή=j. We say that the connected correlation function (1.13) has
tree decay with decay rate M if, for arbitrary but fixed sites x t,..., xn in Zv, at = θx^
i=l, . . . ,n, for a!10 = l,2,3,...,

lim (Alι\Al2\ ...;^n>β^(J,/ι)^C(J,/ϊ;x1,...,xπ)exρ(-M|T(α1,...,απ)|).
ΛSΈV

(1.14)

Here T(α1? ...,αn) is the shortest tree with end-points in the sites α1? ...,απ, and
|T(α1? ..., flπ)| denotes its Euclidean length. While M is almost surely independent
of the sample (J, h) one has chosen, C(J,/z; x1? ...,xn) is a random variable. An
alternative formulation of (1.14) is to set α 1=0 and consider the limit |αf|->oo5

\ai~- fl/|-»oo, for ij = 2, ...,n.
Our main results are as follows. _ _
Let v be the dimension of the lattice, H2 = h2 and A 2 = J?.. In the following, F,

A 1 ? ...,An are always arbitrary bounded functions of the spins of finite support.
(i) Consider the model (1), the RFIM, and suppose that β and/or H are so large

that

for some small ε0< 1. Then

imv <F>,, ΛJ, h) = (Fyβ(J, h) (1.16)v

exists and is independent of the boundary conditions (b.c.) PΛ9 almost surely with
respect to J and h. Moreover, there exists some constant M(β) > 0, independent of
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J and h, such that

has almost surely tree decay with decay rate M^M(β).
(i) Consider models (2) or (3) and suppose that βA is sufficiently small. Then

lim

exists and is independent of the b.c. and <^; A^2;...; An

a^β^Λ(J,H) has tree
decay, with decay rate M > 0, almost surely with respect to J and h.

The proof of these results for model (3) is considerably more difficult than the
proof for model (2). The methods developed in this paper cover both cases on an
equal footing, but are somewhat complicated. Berretti [10] has found a simple way
of proving some of the results described above for model (2), based on the Glimm-
Jaffe-Spencer form of cluster expansions [11]. However, his techniques appear to
fail in model (3), the reason being the slow decay of dQ(Jtj\ as \Jtj\ -> oo . His method
also applies to model (1), although since he expands in βJip he requires H to be
large, depending on β (H->oo as /?->oo). Our method is uniform as β->oo; in
fact, large β improves convergence, see (1.15).

In order to develop some perspective and for convenience we briefly
paraphrase Berretti's ideas; for details see [10]. Let « »^>yl denote the
expectation with respect to the equilibrium state

dμβ,pΛ(σ)®dμβίpΛ(σ') (1.17)

of a duplicate system. (The spins {σ,-} and {σ}} are duplicates of one another with
identical distributions.) If A is a function of {σ3} we let A' denote the same function
of {σβ. Then

^A;ByβίΛ(Jyh)=^(A-A)(B-B^β^Λ. (1.18)

Next, we rewrite the expectation <^ ^βίΛ by using the simple identity

expOSJyσ^) expOS Vίίφ = 1 + Eβ(i,j) , (1.19)

where

- 1 , (1.20)

and expanding in Eβ. We start the expansion by choosing a nearest-neighbor pair
<ij> such that <iJ>n(supp4usuppβ)Φ0. In ^(A — A^B-B^β.Λ we now

replace Qxp(βJijσiσJ) exp(jβjyσjσy) by the right side of (1.19) and expand in a sum of
two terms. Next, we choose a pair <i1J1> such that (^j^r^supp^usuppl?
u<U)) + 0 and repeat the expansion step described above. We continue until we
have generated a graph G of nearest-neighbor pairs, <ij>, in A with the property
that the set ̂  = Gusupp^4usuppB is connected. With each such graph G we
associate a number

KA,B(G)= Σ (A(σ}-A(σ^(B(σ}-B\σ^ Π Eβ(i,jϊ. (1.21)
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We then resum the expansion in Λ\X and obtain

χ, (1.22)

where ZA = Zβ>pΛ, and ZΛ\X is the partition function of the system in Λ\X with b.c.
PΛ at dΛ and zero b.c. at dX\(dXr*dΛ). By rather straightforward estimates [10]

\KA,B(G)(ZΛ,X/ZΛ)\ rg [K

(1.23)

where \X\ is the cardinality of X, and C'-> oo when βΔ ->0. This estimate suffices to
show that, for sufficiently small βΔ, the expansion (1.22) converges absolutely, in
mean. This proves exponential decay of (A;BΛyβ(J,H) in α, for almost all
J and ft, when βΔ is small.

Unfortunately, \KAtB(G)(ZΛ\x/ZΛ)\ need not be integrable with respect to

Π dρ(Jtj) if dρ(J)/dJ has slow decay, as |J|-»oo, e.g. dρ(J) = Δπ~ί(J2 + Δ2)~ldJ,

and if dλ(hj) is chosen appropriately.
In this paper we propose an expansion which avoids the problem just

described, which is entirely constructive, in the sense that the expansion terms
depend only locally on the random fields, and which converges absolutely, almost
surely. It can be used to prove result (ii) for models (2) and (3).

(iii) For model (4) we can prove that, with + boundary conditions and at
sufficiently low temperature, there is spontaneous magnetization, and connected
correlations have exponential decay properties, with probability one. The fact that
the system exhibits spontaneous magnetization at low temperature, almost surely,
can be shown, in certain cases, with the help oϊaPeierls argument: Let < yβt +(J)
be the equilibrium state with + b.c. Then

/ff \ (Γ\>\ — V ΓT p~2PJa Π 94Ϊ
\°0/β,+\JJ=L 2-ι LL ^ ? V 1 ^'TJ

where y|0 means that y surrounds the origin. Now if

ίdρ(J)e~2βJ^0 as jff +oo 1 , (1.25)

then for sufficiently large β,

(1.26)

as follows from (1.24) and (1.25), by standard arguments. The ergodic theorem tells
us that <σ0>0,+(</) is the spontaneous magnetization, almost surely. For closely
related arguments see [12]. However, when suppdρ φ [0, oo), e.g. when e~2βJ is not
dρ(J)-integrable, as the case may be, then more detailed probability estimates are
needed before Peierls inequality (1.24) can be used to establish positivity of
(σo)0, +(J) The methods developed in this paper circumvent such difficulties and
are constructive.

1 If suppdρ<£[0,oo), then it is still possible that there is an interval [β0>βι]? βι< °°> such
that for βe [/?0?βι], $dρ(J)e~2βJ is so small that (1.24) implies that <σ0>^5 +(J) >0
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Model (40 is the random field Isίng model. It has been in the focus of much
recent theoretical and experimental attention; see references quoted in [13]. At
high temperatures, the equilibrium state of this model is unique, and connected
correlations have exponential decay properties. The conjecture is that, in three or
more dimensions and at sufficiently small temperatures, the system exhibits
spontaneous magnetization with probability one, while in one and two dimen-
sions, there is never any spontaneous magnetization. It turns out that it is
surprisingly difficult to prove this conjecture. For some partial results, see [13].
The methods developed in this paper may be useful to extend a proof of the
conjecture for d^3 and T=0, i.e. in the ground state, to small, but positive
temperatures, T.

(iv) For model (5) a cluster expansion can presumably be derived which

converges in Lp ({Jίj}, Π dρ(Jij)\ , for p ̂  2. As a corollary one would get clustering

( o c J D f - j ) of connected correlations at sufficiently high temperatures. If, in this
example, large Jtj or small hj problems are eliminated [by requiring (1.9), for
example] the proofs appear to be quite standard.

All these results follow from detailed estimates on correlation functions as
functions of (J, h). These should be of interest in their own right and are stated in
Sects. 7, 8.

Our paper is organized as follows. In most of the paper (Sects. 2-7) we develop
the method in the case of model (1). Then, since the majority of the work is model-
independent, we discuss only the modifications needed to handle models (2)-(4)
(Sect. 8). No applications of our techniques to renormalization (block-spin)
transformations are studied.

2. Singular Sets and Entropy Bounds

We consider model (1), with σ\Ac specified arbitrarily. We define an unnormalized
expectation value

h= Σ Aexpfβ Σ σiVj + β:

where the sum runs over all spin configurations in the volume Λc%\ The
observable is

A= ΠeSiσί,

with all st real and Σ N^<S5 some constant of order unity. Normalized
«

expectation values and truncated expectations will be obtained by differentiating
our expansion for log[^4]Λ term by term with respect to the st.

The measure for the magnetic field at each site is
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We choose a cutoff Ef on h. If \ht\ >Hf then σt is strongly favored to equal sgnht.
The probability that \h^<H' is

We choose H' such that ε is small. We also demand that e4vβ~2H'β<ζl.
The main difficulties in the problem arise from regions of singular sites. These

are sites where the random field is weak (\hj\ < H') so that it is impossible to expand
about a known, most probable, spin configuration. Only relatively crude methods
can be applied near singular sites, and while a cluster expansion can be devised, the
resulting clusters have an exponential divergence in the volume of the singular
region (see Sect. 3). Such divergences make it difficult to take the logarithm of the
partition function or to divide numerator by denominator to compute normalized
expectations in the presence of the random field. The iterative expansion of Sect. 4
is designed to overcome these difficulties. The iteration proceeds through a
hierarchy of more and more extended singular regions, which we now define.

Definition. We choose a sequence of distances d0,dl,d2, ... as follows:

d0 = l , dk = 2«k+k° f o r f c > 0 .

Here fc0 is a fairly small integer, and 1 <α<2. We have dk+1 =dl for fc^ 1.
A set D cZv is called fc-connected iff every site, j, in D can be connected to any

other site, i, in D by a sequence of jumps (xbxl + 1)cD with \xt —

Definition. S0 = {j: \hj\ < H'}. We decompose S0 into its 0-connected subsets. Every

0-connected subset whose volume is at most yd0=l, whose diameter is at most
£1 +α>/2 __ i an(j ̂ 1̂  is separated from its complement in S0 by a distance ^ d^ is
defined to be a 0-component, C^0), α = 1,2, 3, ... . We set

S9o= U

Note that S9

0 consists of C^0)'s which are single sites separated by distances d^2.
Next, we decompose S^ into its 1-connected subsets, and so on. Suppose now that
Sk- ί has been constructed. Decompose Sk_ λ into (k— l)-connected subsets. Every
such subset, whose diameter is at most 4-+ια)/2> whose volume is not larger than

l/dfc-i and which is separated from its complement in S fc_ ± by a distance ^ dk is
defined to be a (fc — l)-component, C(^~1\ α = 1,2, ... . We set

Sf-ι= U CΓυ, and S^-ΛSΪ-!.
α=l,2, . . .

Note that, by this construction, a fc-component, C^f', has the properties

(a) diamCf^41+α)/2, (2.1)

(b) vo\(C^)^]/d~k, (2.2)

(c) dist(Cf,SACf)^4+1, (2.3)

and that Sf is a maximal union of fc-components.
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Entropy of Components

The following proposition shows that the "entropy" of singular components is at
most linear in their volume.

Proposition 2.1. As the magnetic fields {hj} vary, the number of possible components
C(a} of volume v containing the origin is bounded by 2KV, for some constant K. The
minimal volume of a component, C(*\ of SI is 2k.

Proof. Proposition 2.1 is clearly true for k = 0. Thus we suppose that k ̂  1 . We start
by proving the minimal-volume property of the components, Cf\ of Sf. We
decompose Cf} into its (k- l)-connected components, D(*~l\ ...,D$k~_1

1

). If
Nk, ! = 1 then, by (2.1) and (2.2), either

I) dύm(D(Γί])>d(

k

l-\«)l2,
or

II) volφ?-1^]/^.

(For, otherwise, C(^ would really be a component of Sl-i!) In case II), vol(C<f})

= vol(D(

1

k~1))^2fc, since 1 +]M_1^2fc, for fc^ 1. In case I), C(^ contains at least

sites, for fc^l. [This follows immediately from the facts that C(^ is (k— 1)-
connected and that diam^)^1^2.] If Nk-^2, then

vol (C<f >) ̂  2 min (vol(Df ~ 1})) ̂  2k , (2.4)

provided vol(Z)^~1))^2k~1.
We now prove by induction that the volume of each /-connected component,

D(

y°, of C<f} is at least 2', for all l^k- 1. This is clearly true for ί = 0. By conditions

(2.1) and (2.2), either dmm(D^)>d(

l^
/2, or volφ^^j/d^. (Otherwise, D(

y°

would be a component of S?_ι!) Since ]/dl_ί + 1 ̂ 2*, it suffices to consider the
case where diam(D(y))>d\1^1

Λ)l2. If D^ is composed of at least two (I — l)-connected
subsets, D(γ~ 1}, we may apply the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, D(

y° is (/—!)-
connected and hence consists of at least l + dj°L~1

1)/2^2/ sites. This proves the
minimal- volume property asserted in Proposition 2.1.

Next, we wish to estimate the total number, n(Nk- J, of possible components,
C(^ (as the magnetic fields {hj} are varied), which contain the origin and consist of
JV f c _! (fc-l)-connected constituents, Df~l\ β=l,...9Nh-1. We let n(Nk-2,β)
denote the total number of possible (k— l)-connected constituents, Df~^\
containing the origin and composed of Nk_2,p (fe — 2)-connected sub-
constituents, D(y~2\

By the minimal-volume property,

Nk^^v/2k~\ ΣNk-2>β^v/2k-\ ... , (2.5)
β

where ι; = vol(C^fc)). By a simple geometrical consideration,

(2.6)
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and we have used (2.5) in the second inequality. By iterating this inequality we
obtain

for some constant κf which is finite if α < 2.
From this analysis we conclude that the total number, n(k\ of possible

components C(^ (as the h/s vary) with volume v which contain the origin is
bounded by

n(k^2(ί + κΊv = 2κv, (2.7)

since the number of possible sequences (Nl>β) is bounded by 2V. This ends the proof.
The entropy factor, 2KV, is balanced by the small probability, εv, that a given set

of v points lie in Sf. Thus if ε2κ <^ 1, then the C '̂s are rather rare. More precisely,

00

prob(3Clk)9θ)^ Σ (ε2κγ^c(ε2κ)2k. (2.8)
v = 2k

Given a component C(£\ we choose a simply connected set C(k) with the
following properties :

dk ̂  mm dist (b, C<f> ) ̂  max dist (b, C*>) ̂  2dk ,
6eβCS,fc) bedC&>

δCfn C?'> = 0 , for all Jk' and α' .

It is not hard to see [5] that such a set can always be chosen. If k = 0 we define

3. An Expansion in the Nonsingular Region

Let σmin = σmin(/ι) denote a spin configuration of minimal energy £min. This
configuration satisfies σ™'m = sgnhi for zeS^ because \h^>H' implies that it is
favorable for σt to align with ht no matter what the neighboring spins are. (We
choose H' such that e4vβ ~ 2βH' < 1.) The minimal configuration in a component C^
depends only on h\C%\ It is nonunique only on a set of measure zero for h\C(^\ we
choose it arbitrarily but depending only on h\C(^. We have dependence of σmίn|C^}

on boundary conditions only for C*f} adjacent to Λc.
We write our unnormalized expectation as

= e ~ ̂ A(σ™«) Σ exp \β Σ (σ^ - σΓίnσfn) + Σ (βht + st )K - ^Γin)Ί
M L < ί'^> f J

(3.1)

Each spin configuration (σj defines a collection of clusters {̂ 0), ̂ y

(0)}. These are
the C-connected components of the set {ί:σ .φ(τ?lin or ieS0).
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Definition. Two lattice sites are C-connected if they are nearest neighbors or if they
lie in the same component C^} of singular sites. A subset X of Zv is C-connected if
there is a sequence of C-connected sites whose union is X.

The clusters that contain sites in S0 are denoted { X ( β ) } β = l t 2 , . . . l the others are
denoted {7y

(0)}y=1)2,.... The basic "cluster expansion" for [_A\h is

, (3.2)

where ρ is defined as follows.

Definition. For clusters X(0\ 7(0), spin configurations σ(7(0)) and σ(X(0)) are
defined as

-σΐ

_.min

ier,
(3.3)

(3.4)

The configuration σ(X(0)) depends on σ\X(0}.
In terms of σ(X(0)) and σ(7(0)) we have

) = exp|Σ β(<r(Y(0)

1<U>
j - σΓinσfin) + Σ (A

^

ρ(χ(θ)) = Σ exp ί Σ β(σ(X^iσ(X^)j-σ?

(3.5)

(3.6)

Note that the sums over <ij> may as well be restricted to dY(0) or to bonds
contained in X(0)udX(0\ Similarly, the sum over / may as well be restricted to 7(0)

or X(0}.
We prove estimates on these cluster activities and on their s-derivatives. Let

be a (possibly empty) collection of \<%\ sites in the support of the ob-
servable A. Let (d/ds)a= JΊ S/dst.

Proposition 3.1. The bounds

d_
fo

hold with m = (2H'-4v)β.

Proof. Let us consider ρ(7(0)) first. We have that

(3.7)

(3.8)
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since i eSc

0. There are at most 2v|7(0)| bonds in the sum over <ij>; each term is
bounded by 2. This yields the decay e"m|y(0)|. We have Σ N^<5, so that

Σ Si(at — σ™in) ̂  2(5. Each s-derivative brings down a factor σ — σmin, which we
i

bound by 2.
With the factor 2 |χ(0)nSo1 we can consider a fixed σ in the sum defining ρ(X(0}).

Define σ(X(0}) = σ in Jf(0)nS0 and σ(X(0}) = σmίn elsewhere. The energy of σ(X(0))
is at least (2ff-4v)|Z(0)\S0| larger than the energy of σ(Z(0)), since we have
aligned |X(0)\S0| spins with the field in SC

0. The energy of σ(Z(0)) is larger than or
equal to the energy of σmin(Z(0)) because σmin has minimum energy. Hence the
energy difference is at least (2fΓ— 4v)|X(0)\S0|. The s-derivatives and the terms
involving s in the exponent are estimated as before, and the proposition is
proven.

The First Step

We want to apply the polymer formalism to exponentiate the expansion away
from S0. The unexponentiated part can be used to define activities of the mildly
singular regions in S9

0. A second cluster expansion (Sect. 4) can be derived about an
unperturbed partition function which is the product of these activities. This can be
exponentiated away from the next most singular regions; exponential decays
coming from large distances between the rare singular regions beat the exponential
divergences in the volumes of singular regions. Activities for the next most singular
regions can then be defined, and so on. In the end (Sect. 7), the logarithm of \_A~\h is
expressed as a sum of logarithms of activities of singular regions, plus a sum of
small, localized interactions from all the exponentiated expansions. This yields the
desired estimates on correlation functions.

The reader should consult [8] for more details on the version of the polymer
expansion used here. We write

Σ = Σ -,

where the second sum is over ordered collections of y(0)'s. Next we extend
the sum over (ϊJ0),..., ̂ (0)) to conclude 7(0)'s overlapping each other or
overlapping JΓ(0)'s.

Definition. Two clusters overlap if they contain common sites or if a site in one is a
nearest neighbor of a site in the other.

Similarly, we extend the sum over {X$}} to include overlapping X^0)'s, but we
maintain a constraint X^°1

)nJί^)

2

)n50 = 0. The newly added terms are removed
with factors u:

[0 if Z(!0),Z(

2

0) overlap,

11 otherwise.

Here Z[0) is either an X^ or a 7y

(0). The expansion is now

Σ Σ ΠU(^)UQ(X(^ Π(W} (y(°) ..... y(o>) II <e β y = ι
(3.9)

Here X is any {ΛΓ<°>, 7y<°>}, {!*», Yr<2

0>}, or
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Note that 7(0)'s containing sites adjacent to SQ did not occur in the original
expansion, though they can occur here. However, there is no dependence on σ|S0

because σ is set to σmin in Y(0)c in the definition of ρ(T(0)). Similar considerations
apply to the new Z(0)'s.

Standard manipulations [8] lead to the following form for the expansion [we
put fi(JS?) =

^) Σ Σ Σ Π
{*£»} (y(°),...,YS°)) Π GC({X£»}) JSPεGc({X<°>})

Π β(l70 ))expΣ F<0>(F<0>)V (3.10)

where

7<°>(F<°>H Σ ^ Π α(^)Πρ(Y;o>). (3.11)
(y(°), . . ., y$>) filling γ(°) m ! GC ^ e GC y = ι

Here GC({X^0)}) is a graph of lines JS? which is connected in the sense that each 7y

(0)

is connected directly or indirectly to some Xfi\ The graph Gc must be connected. In
the expansion for \_A~\h above, we unite into a single cluster X(0) all clusters X(Q} or
7(0) involved in a connected component of the graph GC({X(Q}}). Grouping
together all terms in X(

δ°\ we obtain

(3.12)
°)

Here Z^nX^nSo^^ the {X^} cover all of S0? and

βι(^i0))= Σ Σ Π fl(
m°)},mo),...,r(°)) filling ΛΓ(°) Gc ^eGc

' (3.13)

The graph Gc is now an arbitrary connected graph.
We would like to eliminate the constraint that the {X(°}} cover Sg. This is

accomplished by regarding the expansion as an expansion about a new
unperturbed system, ΐ~[z(C(^\ a product of activities associated with the

components, C(®\ of SfJ. The activities, z(C£,0)), are defined as follows. Since
)^d0 = 1, each C^0) is just one site, i. We set

σ = ± l _

(3.14)

see Eq. (3.6). The term with σ = σfin on the right side of (3.14) is equal to 1. The
other term is between 0 and e2δ. Thus

l+*2* (3.15)

We can now write the expansion (3.12) as

= Zι Σ' ΠβiW), (3-16)
{1(°)} 5
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where

^jLio" j exp I / j v 11. / i l l ^v^α / ) \ /
\F<0) y α

F (0)\_x /"V(0h ΓT 7(/~<(Q)\-l /"3 1 0\
<5 J — ̂ IV^ί / l i ^v^α / ly.loj

The sum Σ' does not contain ̂ 0)'s covering just one site in S9

0, because ρ^X^) = 1
for such ̂ 0)'s. The point of this operation is to make all cluster activities ρ^X^)
small, as long as X(f}nS1 = 0. Such clusters can now be exponentiated. The process
can be continued; we take (3.16) as the starting point for the induction step.

4. The Induction Step

After fc steps, we have the following expansion for our unnormalized expectation:

1}), (4.1)

where

Π Zω, (4.2)
= 0

Π z(C">). (4.3)

The sum over {Xf~l)} satisfies the following constraints:
(a) The J^-1)5s are C-connected; if Z^'nCf >Φ0, then

(c) All Xf 1)?s intersect Sk-ι', their union covers all of Sk.
(d) If J??"1) intersects some C^-^cSf-!, then it intersects [C?"1^0.
The last condition results from a division by appropriate z(C^k~1))'s, so that

small X f ~ υ's intersecting Sd

k _ 1 do not occur. The cluster activities ρk(Xf~ 1)), the
z(C<f-1})'s, and the Fω(Fω)'s will be defined below.

Given a term on the right-hand side of (4.1), indexed by a collection of X(k~ 1)?s,
we denote those X(k~ 1}'s that do not intersect Sk by { 7y

(fc)} those that do intersect
Sk are denoted {X(β}}. As in the first step, described in Sect. 3, we wish to
exponentiate the part of the expansion involving the 7(k)'s. Thus we extend the
sums over X (k)'s and 7(fe)'s to include clusters violating (b) above, subject to the
constraints Yy

(k)nSk = ψ, X(^πXf}nSk = φ. The additional terms are removed with
factors u:

if ^?-1)

otherwise.

The expansion (4.1) becomes

= zk Σ Π w0m Σ Π «(̂ ) Π Q^xf) Π
(4.4)
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where we have made explicit the constraints Xf}nX($nSk = 0 with factors u0

= uQ(Xf^ X(kl\ which vanish when the constraint is not satisfied.
The 7(fc)-part of the expansion is now exponentiated, yielding

D4]Λ=zk Σ Π"<>m Σ 4 Σ Π

Γ _

with

Π <?*(*£>) ΓI foil?*) exp _Σ F<fc>(F<k>)) , (4.5)

(4.6)
) filling yW Wl I Gc JS?eGc 7=1

As before, Gc({^
fc)}) is a graph such that each 7y

(/c) is ultimately connected to some
X(β\ and Gc is any connected graph on the 7(fc)'s. We now unite into a single cluster

all clusters X(k} or 7(/c) involved in a connected component of the graph
. We obtain for (4.5),

= Z* Σ Πfo+ι(^fVxp Σ K < f c ) ( F , (4.7)
(ί̂ )} δ

with

{ X ( f c ) } > ( y y e ) , . . . , Y j k ) ) f i l l i n g Λ Γ ( k ) ί ' JSf"

•Σ Π β(^)Πί?*(^?))Πί?ιk(l?*)). (4-8)
Gc J?eGc β γ=l

The Jff)9s in (4.7) of course satisfy Jr^n-Ϋ^nS^φ.
We now define activities for components C(k}CS9

k by summing over Jf(k)'s
contained in C(k\ the neighborhood of C^fc) defined in Sect. 2:

H Σ fo + iί^ (4.9)

Dividing through by the product of the z(Cjf))'s, we obtain the expansion (4.1)
with k+ 1 replacing k:

Here

Π z(Cf)-1, (4.H)

and we have included the product

Π z(C?}) exp ̂  Σ V(k\Ϋ(V)\ = Z™ (4.12)

with Zk to form Zk + j. The prime indicates that the restrictions (a)-(d) stated after
(4.3) are in effect.

We continue the process until all singular components have been incorporated
into the expansion. In a finite volume there is a largest k for a singular component
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C(k\ so Sk = Φ for k sufficiently large. There are no X(/c)'s at that point, since
^<k>nSfcφ0. Thus (4.10) reduces to [A]Λ = ZΛ + 1, and using (4.2), (4.3) we can

immediately calculate the logarithm, for A = exp ( Σ spλ :

= -βEmin+ Σ 8^+ Σ \ Σ
ίe*t j=θ|_α:CωcSjϊ

_Σ
YU>

(4.13)

Truncated expectations of spins can now be generated by differentiating with
respect to the sf.

Inductive Bounds

Bounds on polymer activities ρk, ρk will be proven inductively in the next section.
They guarantee that the procedure can be continued indefinitely. First, we define a
sequence of decay rates, mk, which decrease to some positive ra^:

m0 = m-c, mk+i=mk(l+c0dϊ*l

1

2Γl, k = 0,1,2,...,

with d_1 = ί. We will also need numbers

Hi(fc)= 1 +Card{/°: j'<fc and iε C</}, for some oc}

to measure combinatoric effects of observables (or, equivalently, derivatives with
respect to s). We also define the notion of "generalized covering": X(k} G-covers a
site i if i ε X (fc) or if i e C</> with C</> C X(k\ 0 ̂  j < oo . A collection of clusters { jf jf >}
G-covers j/ C Zv if each i e j/ is G-covered by some X f } and each X^fc) G-covers
some z'εja/. The cluster activities ρk+1(Z(fe)), ρk+1(Z(/c)) depend only on st for i
G-covered by X(k\

Proposition 4.1. Lei

Σ
G-covering ««/

be α lattice subset. The polymer activities ρk + 1 satisfy

3s

(4.14)

s ώ α constant independent of k^O, and (d/ds)m = Π S/ds{. The Xf^'s satisfy

^Sk = Φ, J^>nStΦ0, and i/ C™CXf\ then z|)\C<ί[)Φ0. Γfe exponenί-
iated terms, V(k\ satisfy

Σ
> G-covering

(4.15)

We need some estimates on the activities of singular components, in order to
obtain bounds on ρk+1 from (4.14). These are contained in the following
proposition, proven in Sect. 6.

Proposition 4.2. Let &cC(k}. Then

(4.16)
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This implies, in particular, that

(4.17)

Bounds on z(C^k)) and its derivatives follow from (4.14), since in (4.9) we have

Corollary 4.3.

/ p \
(4.18)

Next, we formulate bounds on cluster activities ρk+1.

Proposition 4.4.

Σ
\ G-covering sέ

(4.19)

The sum over { X f } } is as in Proposition 4.1.

Proof. We combine Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, since (4.11) expresses ρk+ x in terms of
ρk+i and z(C(^Yv. We sum over J^C^, the set of derivatives that act on

ρk + 1(X(β}). The rest, 3ί\Sί\ act on the inverse activities. We obtain

(LHSof4.19)^ Σ Σ
G-covering s$

Π
U

ilX^Sklg-cslXgOnSkl ̂

(4.20)

Note that each C£fc) appears only once, because Xf}nXf)r^Sk = $. Furthermore,
each derivative in @S\3β' can act on only one z(Cf))~1 because the C^}'s are
nonoverlapping, and (d/dsi)z(Cf)) = 0 for iφC(£\ Thus the derivatives of the
inverse activities are bounded by

Π (nt
e®\0B'

Here we have used the fact that nt(k + 1) — n^k) = 1 if i is in some C(£\ 0 otherwise.
Applying (4.14) we obtain

(LHSof4.19)^

which completes the proof.

Π

(4.21)
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5. Estimates for the Induction Step

This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.1. To make an induction, we
first prove (4.19) for ρ0 = ρ (case k = -1). We use X(~ υ to denote either X(0) or 7(0).
Using the estimates (3.7), (3.8) we wish to prove that

Σ
{Xί~ **} G-covering <stf

(5.1)

where X(

β~
i)9s are nonoverlapping. Here the constant c is somewhat smaller than

cs, the constant in (4.14). No overlap implies that each s-derivative must act on a
particular term in the product over β. Thus (3.7) and (3.8) yield

(5.2)

We estimate (5.2) by repeatedly using the bound Σ/(0 = SUP cί/(0> which is
t t

valid when Σ CΓ * = l The c/s are called combinatoric factors. We allow a factor
r

2\**\ in order to fix a subset {α1? ...,αm}C«s/, and then we sum over clusters

J5Γ(f 1), . . . , X(

m v such that α . is G-covered by J?J- 1). Since M ̂  Σ I^/Γ υl, we have

(LHS of 5.1)^2'*" Π Γ _ Σ 2-<2

j= 1 j_X(~ ^ G-covering αj

(5.3)

where we assume m 0^m — 2^ — log 2 — c', c — 2 log 2 — 2(5^(2 v + 2) log 2. We now
prove that the sum inside the brackets is less than 1, for c' a sufficiently large
constant. We first sum over the ways that X(j~1} can G-cover α^ Either
dj e X(j~ 1)\S0, or else α7 e C^fc) with Cj} C -ΫJ " 1). The first_case is given a combinatoric
factor 2^2 | xi"1)\So1; the second is given 4(*+i)^22|*Γ1)nSo1. This suffices, since

1/2+ Σ 4~(/c + 1)^l. In the first case we proceed by summing over X, the
fc = 0 _

component of Jfj~1)\S0 containing αj9 using the standard estimate

(5.4)
, X connected

A factor 2m allows us to choose which Cf )9s neighboring X are contained in _J?j~ 1).
Then if c' = c" + 21og2, all three combinatoric factors are cancelled by e~c / |XΓ 1)^s°l

in (5.3). We are now in a situation like the second case, where α7 is in a fixed C(£\ Let
Xf denote the union of the chosen C '̂s. We must allow a combinatoric factor
22v\χr\ for ̂  c^QJce of a subset of the (at most) 2v\X'\ sites neighboring X'. These
sites are the "starting points" for additional components of X^~ 1)\S0. We use (5.4)
for these components, and continue the process until the choice is made not to add
new C^k)'s or components of ^.~1)\S0. All combinatoric factors are cancelled by
terms in (5.3); thus the whole sum is bounded by 1. This completes the proof of
(5.1); the \S8\\ is unnecessary here.
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We now prove (4.14) for fc^O, assuming (4.19) for k — 1. Let us rewrite the
definition of ρk+1 [Eq. (4.8)] in a form treating J^(fc)'s and Y(fc)'s on the same footing.
Both X(k) and Y(k} are types of X(k~1}, depending on whether the set intersects Sk or
not. We write

β 1 '"•' I'

using the fact that the w0-factors in (4.8) remove duplicated X(fe)'s. Since — —

= ——— I ), the sum over X(k^s and 7(fe)'s can be rewritten as follows:

Qk+ι(x(h))= Σ -ΓKCnΣ Π
( X < k - 1 > , . . . , X k k - 1 > ) f i l l i n g X W p ! Jδf" Gc ^eGc 5=1

(5.5)

In (5.5) it is assumed that J?(fc)nSί

/cφ0, but it will be helpful to avoid this
constraint later on. So we unify notations by defining Qk+ι(Ϋ(K)) by the same
formula (5.5), where F(fe) is a union of Y(k\ Ϋ(k)n_Sk Φ 0. Thus ρk+ί(Ϋ(k)) = V(k\Ϋ(k}\
by (4.6). We let Z(fe) denote either an X(k} or a Y(k\ We prove a stronger form of
(4.14) allowing arbitrary Z(k)'s. As a bonus we obtain (4.15) as a special case by
restricting to a single Z(/c) = Ϋ(k) in the collection {Zjf}}.

We insert our formula for ρfe + 1(Z(/c)) into the left-hand side of (4.14), allowing
arbitrary Z(/c)'s. Let us note that Z$nZ(gnSk = Φ, and in (5.5),

= φ. Thus the entire collection of X(k-^s satisfies
= 0, and we make this explicit by extending the product over

g" to include all pairs of X(k~1}'s. We combine all the sums over collections of
X(k~~1}'s using the multinomial theorem. Thus

} G-covering J2/

is G-covered

Σ Π 4^) Π
G

(5.6)

On the right-hand side, not every X^~ 1} need G-cover part of j/, but each i e j/ is
G-covered by some ^f" ̂  The graph G is the union of the connected graphs Gc

corresponding to each Zf\ It need not be connected but each connected
component involves a cluster X(k~ί} that G-covers some i e j t f . (Note that by
considering arbitrary Z(fe)'s we lose the constraint that there be an X(k} in each
connected component of G.) We have distributed the exponential factors amongst
the Xf~ 1)?s, but the conditions Xf~ 1}nXf~ l)nSk -0 imply that each portion of
X(^nSk is used only once.

To estimate the right-hand side of (5.6), we need to isolate those clusters
G-covering «s/. These will be held fixed while summing over the others. Call these
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the ̂ -clusters, and denote by G^ the subgraph of G of lines connecting ^/-clusters.
Let Gc = G\G^. The graph G^ is an arbitrary graph on the j/-clusters (each cluster
is connected, directly or indirectly, to some ^/-cluster). Using this decomposition
we have

Hi
Σ ΓK

),..., X&- )) P I 3"

ΣJΓj

n + p

• Π l>m"
<5=ι

ds ? < 5 = 1
Σ Π«
Gc =^eG

n + p

Π Qk(X(Γ1})

(5.7)

Since G^ is arbitrary, we have Σ Π a(^) = Π u(&\ where the product runs

over pairs of j/-clusters. The w-factors enforce the constraints X(β~^r\X(β~V}

nSf_ 1=0, and the t/0-factors imply that ^1~
1)n^2~

1)n5Λ = 0. Thus we have
Jί^l~

1)n^2~
1)nSfc_1=0, which is one of the conditions that were assumed in

Proposition 4.1 (the inductive hypothesis). If fc = 0 the w-factors imply that
X ( β ~ l \ X ( β ~ l } do not overlap, which was assumed when we verified the k= — 1
case. We can drop all the other constraints w0(^0 ~ this only makes the right-hand
side of (5.7) bigger.

The following lemma controls the sums over Xf+ι\ ...,X(*+p\

Lemma 5.1. Let X(ί~l\ ...,X(ϊ~l) be fixed. Then for k>0

Σ Σ Π a(&)

(5.8)

In Gc, each X^+j1*, 1 ^j ^ p, is ultimately connected to some Xf 1\l^l^n.Ifk = Q
the estimate holds with |X^~υ| replacing I-X^^V^J on the right-hand side

The basic content of the lemma is the fact that the clusters connected to a fixed
set of clusters forms a gas with a small activity, cvd^l^.

We use the lemma with P = oo to estimate the right-hand of (5.7) by

- } G-covering
,
OS δ=l

(5.9)

For k = 0, cs is replaced by c = cs — cί9 to allow for the modification in Lemma 5.1.
Now we use the inequality

(5.10)
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Fig.l

to estimate the argument of the exponential as follows:

n^
!!. (5.11)

Here mk+l=mk(l +c0ί4~_1{2)~1, with c0 chosen appropriately. Now we can use
(4.19) to obtain

(5.9)£Πnί(fc)2 |Λ | |Λ|!, (5.12)
ίe&

which completes the proof of Proposition 4.1, assuming (5.10) and Lemma 5.1.
[For the case k = 0, we have mk+ ί + c^-ί2 ̂  mk9 so by (5.1) we estimate (5.9) (with
c replacing cs) by 2'^' \3$\ \ to complete the proof.]

Ύo verify (5.10), note that to each singular component C?~ υcSf _ i contained
in X f ~ 1} we can attach a large C-connected subset, X^ of X(k~ 1 \Sfc- le (See Fig. 1.)
If fc = 1 then \XΛ\ Ξ> 1, otherwise we have only that diam(Zα) ̂  dfc- 1 The fact that
diamCYJ^dfc-! follows by noticing that_(^fc-1)\Sk_1)n[C?~1)]c=f=0. This is
because all ρ(X(k " 1})'s with Clfc ~ 1} C X(k ~ υ, X(k ~ υ C C? ~ 1}, were removed when we
divided by z(Cf ~ 1)) - see condition (d) after (4.3). All the XΛ's are disjoint because

Lemma 5.2. // a C-connected set X does not intersect Sk,1 and it has diameter at
least dfc-ι/2, then

|X|^(l-3dΓ (α"1)/2)diamZ. (5.13)

Proof. The set X can lose volume because of empty space in C^cX. However, by
(2.3), dist (C</>, C</;>) ̂ dj+1= a] and by (2. 1), diam C</} ̂  d^ + α)/2. Thus the fraction of
diam* lost due to C '̂s is less than 2d51+β)/2/^ = 2d7(β"1)/2, j f^ 1. Similarly, the
fraction lost due to C^0)'s is less than d^1, and the total loss is

Σ22d/"
(β"1)/2 + dΓ1^3dΓ ( β"1 ) / 2, (5.14)

7=1

which yields (5.13).
Using the lemma we find that

since by (2.2), \Cf~ί}\^]d. The bound (5.10) now follows by summing over
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G2

167

Fig. 2 (k-1)

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We use the method of [7]. Assume the lemma for smaller
n + P. For n + P= 1 the lemma is trivial. We decompose Gc into G1uG2uG^: Gl

contains _ lines {X(ί~l\X(n+j1}}jeΩ> Ωc{l,...,p}; G2_ contains lines
{Xf-l\X(^}2^n+PJ&Ω\ and G; contains lines {*?+/>, *T 1)}jeβc,2^n+

It is easy to see that G2 is arbitrary, while G'c is a graph in which each X%+j\
j e Ωc is ultimately connected to X(ξ~l\ . . ., X(f~ υ or to Xΐ+^\f e Ω. Summing up
1 +α(J&?) = tt(JS?) for JS? e G2, we obtain (see Fig. 2)

Σ Π «(^)=Σ Π a(3?) Π κ(JS?)Σ Π 4^).
Gc tfeGc Ω ^eGi Jδf = {̂ - ̂ ,X^-.^}2 < i <n ori = n + m G'c &e G'c

3 ™ff' '*Ω (5.16)

We bound w(j£?) by 1 and a(^) by 1 for jSf e Gt; however we enforce the condition
that J?iV/} intersect Jff'^nSf.! (overlap Jff- 1) if fc = 0) for a l l j eΩ, since
α(JSf) = 0 otherwise. We also write

Σ Σ Σ —

1

For k > 0 the left-hand side of (5.8) is now bounded by

p-|Ω| ι

Σ —-

ΣJ1

Π
Π (X(k

•exp r / ~cιak-ι \Λι

(5.17)

(5.18)

We have used the induction hypothesis, (5.8) with P^P — |Ω|, n->n + |Ω| — 1 , n + P
->n + P— 1. The lemma clearly follows from (5.18), provided that

(5.19)
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We prove (5.19) by noting that a(X(k~ 1}, JT? ~ 1}) Φ 0 implies that X(k

nSf_ 1φ0. Now there are at most c^(2\X(ϊ~l\Sk\ sites in X(f~i}nS9

k-l9 by
(5.10). Furthermore, m f c + 1 + c1d^_1{2^mk, so (5.19) follows from

Σ |ρfc(^(k~ υ)kmk|ί(k" "^l -<*!**- ""Sid ̂  1 . (5.20)
ί ί fc-Dsi

This is a special case of Proposition 4.4, which was shown in Sect. 4 to follow from
our induction hypothesis, Proposition 4.1. Thus Lemma 5.1 is proven for fe>0.

The case fc = 0 is only slightly different. On the right-hand side of (5.18)
must be replaced with l-XΓj*"1*!, and we have an additional term

1^Sk\ inside the first exponential. Since cs — c^ll12 is equal to the
constant c in (5.1), the lemma follows from

Σ |ρ0(^
("

X ί - D r α C Y C - D . X ί - D j Φ O

^dlϊ'WΊ (5.21)

This follows from (5.1), because mv +c^dl J / 2^m 0 and because there are at most
CilJfV" 1 ^ sites overlapping X^^. [Only X(~i} overlapping X(~ υ have

6. Estimates on Activities of Singular Sets

In this section we prove Proposition 4.2. It is crucial to obtain lower bounds on the
activities z(Cf }) because we obtain ρk+ί from ρk+ 1 by dividing by these activities.
The lower bound is not obvious from the expansion (4.9) defining z(C(£\ but by
resuming the expansion we can express z(C^k)) as a ratio of certain partition
functions, and the lower bound z(C(^) ^ 1 follows.

Let <-\cgo denote the normalized measure on spin configurations in Cjf}

obtained by restricting the original measure, Ae~β^Λ, to configurations with
σ = σminin [C ]̂0. Thus

with

and σ = σmin outside C%\ We claim that

), (6.2)

>= Σ B(σ)A(σ)e*p(β Σ Wj + β Σ ΛjσΛ, (6.1)
MiecW \

where χmίn(Cifc)) is the characteristic function of the event σ = σmίn in C%\
We prove (6.2) by comparing the expansions for [χmin(Cf })L,αk> and [l]^,c^>-

By (4.10) we have

[1]A. w> = Zk+ ! = Zk exp Σ K<*>( W z(Cf > ) , (6.3)

where Zk+ 1 is given by (4.2), (4.3), except that everything is computed in C(£\ Thus
the sum over Ϋ(j} is restricted to Ϋ(j) C C(^; the product over α is restricted to α such
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that C^cSfnClk). When we expand \_χm™(C(P)\c^ we pretend that Cf is not
part of the interaction region. This is possible because σ is fixed to σmίn there. Then
we do not obtain any clusters intersecting C(k]. Clusters otherwise vary arbitrarily
in C(k} - in the first expansion, analogous to (3.2), there are even Y(0)'s containing
sites neighboring C(k\ Each Z(j) produced for 7 < k is exactly as in the expansion for
[lL,cgo> because they do not involve clusters intersecting C(£\ Similarly, we have

the same factor exp ( Σ V(k\Ϋ(k})\ but there is no z(C?}) in Z(k\ Thus

(6.4),,α*> = Zk exp

and (6.2) follows immediately by dividing by (6.3).
Since a characteristic function is bounded by 1, we have z(C(k))~1 ^ 1, by (6.2).

More generally, we obtain simple estimates on derivatives of z(C^))~1, since

(6.5)

[Recall that a factor A(σ) = exp( Σ siσi\ is present in the measure.] After this
L v^ ) \
truncated expectation is expanded into sums of products of ordinary expectations,
we estimate each ordinary expectation by 1, since χmin(C(k}) Π σί ^ 1? f°r any

. Thus

(6.6)

because there are at most 2l^'|Jί|! terms in the expansion. (This is easily seen
because after applying r -1 derivatives, each term has at most r expectations
multiplied together. Each expectation can be differentiated in numerator or
denominator, yielding at most 2r new terms for each existing term. Taking a
product over r= 1,..., \38\, we obtain at most 2W \0S\\ terms.) This completes the
proof of Proposition 4.2.

Corollary 6.1.

(6.7)

Proof. By (6.2) we have

Each of these terms is a truncated expectation of the σi9 i e si. Hence it can be
estimated as above by
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7. Exponential Clustering of Correlations in the RFIM for Large H

In this section we harvest the fruits of our efforts in Sects. 2-6. We prove the results
described in Sect. 1.3(i), i.e. we show that, in the RFIM, model (1), the thermody-
namic limit of arbitrary correlations exists and is independent of boundary
conditions, and connected correlations have tree decay, provided β and H are so
large that

where ε0 is a small number. Thus we consider the regime where the external field is
so strong that, most of the time, the orientation of the spin, σb follows sgnht.

The starting point of our considerations is Eq. (4.13), i.e.

^Γίn+ Σ Γ Σ
j=0\_a:CWCS8

Σ
YW

(7.2)

A _

where Σ indicates that all the sets, C^ and Y(j\ to be summed over must be
contained in Λ, and

A= Π e S i f f ί . (7.3)
iejaf

Clearly,

<σ f l; ...;σinyβtA(h)

oo Γ A / g \ A /

= Σ Σ hH logz(C</>) + Σ
j=0\_oc:C(J^jtf \OSJ d ΓW) G-covering d \C$

(7.4)

where we have set £/ = {ii9 ..., in}. The notion of "G-covering" of a set in Zv has
been defined in Sect. 4. A site i is G-covered by F0) if i e Ϋ(j\ or if i e C%\ with
C^C Fω. For n= 1, a term σ™in must be included on the right-hand side of (7.4). It
comes from the second term on the right-hand side of (7.2) which is linear in {sj.
Reflecting on (7.4) it is clear what the thermodynamic limit of <σ f l; ... σ ίn>0 fy l(ft)
is: For all 7 < oo, the restriction that C^ and Fω lie in A is simply dropped on the
right-hand side of (7.4). All terms then become independent of Λ, as soon as A is
sufficiently large (depending on j and on F(7)).

We now propose to study, with the help of the estimates proven in Sects. 5 and
6, whether the limits 7' -> oo and A/7LV (thermodynamic limit) really exist, and how
fast the thermodynamic limit is approached. We suppose that

dist (j/, Ac) ̂  dk , for some k , (7.5)

where dk is as in Sect. 2, i.e. dk = 2αk+k°. By (2.8), we may estimate the probability that
j/ C C(J\ for some α and j ^ fc, by

(cβ)2k, (7.6)
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for finite constants cf and c. Here we use once again the fact that α must be chosen
to be < 2. We now assume that the magnetic fields {h f } are chosen such that

j*te?9 for all y and all j^k. (7.7)

Since

for l<k, those components Cf for which j/C C(

y° are, by (7.5), properly contained
in the interior of A. We conclude that under these conditions the terms involving
derivatives of logz(C(/}) on the right-hand side of (7.4) are independent of A By (7.6)
we find therefore that, on sets of magnetic fields {ΛJ of probability ^ 1 — (cε)2k, and
for arbitrary ΛΌΛ,

<*;,;.. -;O,U>0-<^---;^W/0 = Σ Σh
j=o yo') \ϋt>

where Σ* ranges over all Ϋω which G-cover rf and at least one site in A\A or in
dA. Since Fω G-covers d and at least one ieA\Λ9 and since ΫU}nSJ = Φ9

diam Fω ̂  dist (j/, dΛ)/2 . (7.8)

From condition (2.3) and the definition of C ,̂ more precisely

and from our construction of 70) in Sect. 4, (4.4}-(4.6), it follows that

We may therefore use Lemma 5.2 and (7.8) to conclude that

I Fω| ̂  max {d/2, dist (j/9 dA)/4} . (7.9)

The bounds in Proposition 4.1, namely (4.15), and the simple fact that

m^m^^cm, for some c>0,

for all j, show that
/ Λ \

y*ί __ ) Fr(J'VF^'))<(/+ l)'^'2'^'|j/l!^ ~cwmax^/2'dίst(^'δyl)/4)φ (7.10)
Ϋu^dsjj ~

From (7.10) we obtain the bound

K<v> ••• O/j,̂ )- ;̂ ... O/ϊ.^C1)!
/ 00 \

) Σ 20'+ \}ne~cmd^ (7.11)
\7=o /

for constants c l5 c2, and ε", which is valid with probability ^ 1 — (cε)2k. The decay
rate m is given by

m = (2H'-4v)~c3sHβ, for large #0. (7.12)

We have thus proven
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Theorem 7.1. With probability 1 the limit

lim < σ ; ... σ ί > ^ ( Λ ) Ξ < σ ί ; ... σiy(h)

exists and is independent of boundary conditions, for arbitrary {z'1?..., ί n } . The limit
is approached exponentially fast and is given by the formula

00 Γ / d\
<σ f l; ... σinyβ = Σ Σ hr logz(C^) + Σ

j = 0 |_α: C<J> D j^ \^5/ ̂  Y(J) G-covering j^

= {iί9 ..., ij, and F(7)(F0)) is calculated in any volume A that is somewhat
larger than Y0). These terms satisfy bounds (4.15), (6.7).

Next, we turn to our proof of tree decay of the correlations <σ{l; . . . σin>]8(A).
We fix n arbitrary sites x ί , . . . , xn in Zv and set ij = θxpj = 1 , . . . , n, with θ = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Let «β/θ = {i !,..., in}. We begin by estimating the probability, P(00)> of the event that

^ = 0, for any α and j^p z, and for all /-0, 1,2,.... (7.14)

Here Θ^ΘQΛ- /, p^ is the largest integer with the property that θl > dpl. Clearly,

P(Θ0)^1- Σ Prob^nC^φO, for some α and ^p,). (7.15)
ι = o

By (7.6),

Hence
oo _ oo

1 = 0

when 00->oo, p0-^oo. Hence

l-n(c^)2P°^P(00)/l as 00^°°, (7.17)

if ε is small enough.
Let us now assume (7.14), and prove an estimate on <σ£l; ... σίn>^(/ι), with

{ii9...,in} = j/θl. Since

(7.18)

we have that ̂ θl C C^ for j < pb because diamj^ ̂  θ^ > d . By (7.14), <z/θl <jL C^ for
j^Pi. Therefore, we do not have to worry about derivatives of logz(C^) in
Theorem 7.1, and we conclude that

<σ ί l;...;σ f B> / l(fc)= £ Σ ^(Ϋ^. (7.19)
j=0 YU) G-covering

Every F0) contributing to the right-hand side of (7.19) G-covers <$/θl. Thus F0)

contains a C-connected tree passing through j^. (The statement that a
C-connected set Jί passes through j^ means that each site ies/is either contained
in X or in a set C^} with the property that C£Z) C ̂ ί.) As in the proof of Lemma 5.2 it
then follows that

ω, (7.20)
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where T(z'1? ..., in) is the shortest tree containing s$. The details of the argument
leading to (7.20) are a little lengthy, but straightforward. We only remark that (7.14)
is used to insure that Θl9 the minimum distance between points in sίβl9 is much
larger than d(£ ί J)/2 + 4dpl _ 1? the largest possible diameter of a C(l} intersecting j/θl.
Repeating the arguments leading to (7.10) and (7.11) and using (7.17) we get the
following result.

Theorem 7.2. Let iy = Θxj9 j=l929...9n9 with θ = Θ0 + /, / = 0, 1 , 2, . . . . With proba-
bility P(θ0)^l-n(c"ε)2Po,

for some finite constants c1 (depending on x l 5 ...,xw and Θ0) and c2, and some
small ε'.

It follows that, with probability 1, <σ ί t; ... σίn>^(/ι) has tree decay with decay
rate M ̂  const .. m>0, provided Hβ is sufficiently large.

A simple application of the ergodic theorem shows that M is almost surely
independent of the chosen sample, h.

8. Extensions to Other Models

Many of the features of our expansion method are model-independent, and we
show here how to treat some other disordered systems. We consider two random
Ising models. The first has randomness in the nearest-neighbor couplings Jtj as
well as (possibly) a random magnetic field, and we consider the high-temperature
regime. The second has a random Jtj but typically Jij&J>Q; we take zero
magnetic field and low temperatures. Altogether we will have treated the three
basic types of expansions for Ising systems - large magnetic field, high tempera-
ture, and low temperature expansions.

We remark that a much simpler high temperature expansion can be given if | Jtj\
is never larger than a fixed constant. For then the standard high temperature
expansion exp(Σ*βJijσiσj) = ΣTI(eβJίjσίσj — l) converges for β sufficiently small
(depending on the range of Jtj). However, the temperature domain for convergence
is unnecessarily restrictive, and deteriorates as the range of Jtj increases. We
consider J^ 's taking arbitrary real values, yet obtain a convergent expansion for
O^β^βo, withβ0>0.

Similar remarks apply to the low temperature case, where a standard Peierls
expansion can be given if 0 < C < J{j. The domain of convergence disappears as
C-»0, whereas we consider J^ 's taking arbitrary real values.

High Temperature Spin Glass

This model is defined as follows :

= Σ A(σ)expβ\ Σ V*σJ+ Σ
{σύteΛ \_(ijyCΛ(jdΛ ieΛ

(8.1)
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The observable A is as before, σ is specified arbitrarily in Λc. The measure for the
/z/s is an arbitrary probability measure, except that the Λ f 's are independent and
identically distributed. We take independent, identically distributed J^ 's also,
Gaussian, with <Jy> = J, <(J0— J)2> = Λ 2.

We expand only the J/<7 's that are not too large, and we require that large J^ 's
are unlikely. By rescaling β, we can change the scale of the J^'s. Thus it is no loss
of generality to choose the cutoff at \Jtj\ = 1, and we require

e-(J-J^2A2dJ = s^l. (8.2)-^ .
y2πA M>ι

For a good high temperature expansion, we need β <ξ 1 also.
The singular sets Sk9 Sf and the singular components Cf} are constructed

exactly as in Sect. 2, starting with

S0 = {j: \Jij\ > 1 for some nearest neighbor i of 7} .

The entropy estimates are unchanged.
As in the model considered in the body of the paper, it pays to be careful about

what one perturbs about. In each component C£Λ) we define σmin\Cf} as the con-
figuration minimizing the energy in C(£\

- Σ hflt. (8.3)
ieCtfO

Then we put Emin(C(^) = £(σmin, Cf}). We do not define σmin in SC

0 because we are
perturbing about fully disordered spins. However, we need the free energy of a
site with a fully disordered spin,

Finally, we define £min- Σ £mίn(0+ Σ £min(C^). A similar process yields the
ίeSo a,k

analog of A(σm™). We put

The cluster expansion consists in writing

for bonds <i, j> C^luSyl such that i or j is in SQ (IJyl < 1). Expanding the product
over such <ij>, we obtain a sum of terms. In each term we define the clusters
[X(β\ Yy(0)} as the connected components of S0u{ieyl: <i,j) is a bond where

eβJijσισj_ι js seιected for some;}. As before, we let the X^0)'s be the components
intersecting S0. Resuming all terms leading to the same clusters, we obtain the
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cluster expansion (3.2), with

υ)= Σ Σ Π (e>Jv*"-l)e*pl Σ
<r|X(-D gc <i,j>efirc L i s X < - n \

•expf Σ βJίj(σίσj-σrί»σ?»)+
-

Here X(~ 1} is either an X(^ or a ,̂(0), and gc is summed over all subsets of bonds
<i J> with i orj in Sc

?, with i e J?(~ 1}J e X (~ 1}u/lc, and such that all sites in X(~ 1}\S0

are in some bond in gc.
We prove estimates (3.7), (3.8) for these cluster activities, with m= l/2|log2/?|

— 2vlog2, and with an extra \88\\ on the right-hand sides. First, consider J* = 0.
Note that ρ(X(~1}) is an expectation of

Σ Π (^Jί^-l)expΓ Σ
[<i,7>

+ Σ_ (flhi + sdfai-af**)] (8.7)

1
in a normalized measure —expΓ Σ (βftf + s^σΓ) on σl^( 1}\^o [The last

N [ieX<-V\So __ J

factor in (8.6) is the normalization.] A factor 2 | χ (~ 1>nS°' provides the normalization
for the uniform measure on σ|-X:(~1)nS0, thus we take the supremum of (8.7) over

all σ\X(~1}. The exponential is bounded by expf Σ sί(σi~σΓinΐ\ ^2δ by
-1)

definition of σmίn. There are at most 2v\X( i}\S0\ bonds that can appear in g& hence
at most 22vlχ(~ 1)v?o1 possible graphs gc. We bound e

βJijσiσj-1 by 2β9 for small β, and
there are at least ί^lX^^S^l such factors. This proves (3.7), (3.8) for J* = 0. In
general, taking s-derivatives generates truncated expectations in the measure on
σ\X(~ l\S0. As in Sect. 6, these are expanded into at most 2 |ΛVSo1 | J>\S0I! terms, each
of which is a product of ordinary expectations involving derivatives of (8.7) and σb

i 6 J%Sn We use the bounds

I) (8 7)

and \σt\ ^ 1. Thus we obtain (3.7), (3.8) with an extra | J>|!.
We proceed from the basic expansion (3.2) as in Sects. 3-4 - these steps are

essentially model-independent, as long as (3.7), (3.8) hold. As in the discussion after
(3.9), we consider new clusters which overlap, but do not intersect, some C(^ (they
contain nearest neighbor sites to C£fe)). These cluster activities are defined by (8.6),
but we pretend that the C '̂s overlapping but not intersecting X(~ 1} are in Λc and
we fix σ = σ mi° there. [Note that if X(~1} abuts Λc, then ρ(X(~ υ) depends on Jtj for
ίeX(~l\ jeX(~1)vΛc.'] These new cluster activities are precisely the ones that
would arise from the expansion of unnormalized expectations of products of
characteristic functions χmίn(C^}) setting σ = σmin in C(*\ This is important so that
the formula (6.2) for z(C(^)~l will hold.
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The exponentiation of clusters avoiding singular regions and extraction of
activities of singular regions are as in Sects. 3, 4. Even the inductive bounds are
proven as before. We actually proved (5.1) without the \3S\ \ on the right-hand side;
now with \3t\ \ in (3.7), (3.8) we obtain precisely (5.1), and no further modifications
are necessary in the estimates.

Estimates and formulas for z(C^k)) are proven as in Sect. 6. We need only
remark on how the measure < >./,&, cyo, which plays the role of < }h,c^ in (6.2), is
defined. We simply take the original measure, set .7^ = 0 for <zj> e δC^, and
restrict it to spin configurations in C(£\ Then when expanding [l]j,ή,ckk> or

[zmin(C?})]j h cςk>5 we produce only clusters contained in C(£\ as required by the
definition of z(C<f>).

The final result is a formula analogous to (4.13):

»= Σ
00

Σ Γ
j'=o|_a

Σ logz(C</>)

(8.8)

We apply s-derivatives to obtain expectations, and estimate the result as in Sect. 7.

Derivatives at i e SC

0 produce expectations of σt in the single-site measure τ7^ί<Tί?

instead of σfin, which was produced in Sect. 7. Still, the term is bounded by 1, and
the remaining estimates are identical. Thus we obtain the following theorem on
decay and boundary condition independence of expectations.

Theorem 8.1. Let β be sufficiently small. Then, with probability 1, the limit

lim <σίt; •..\<ti^βtA(J,h) = (σi^ ... σin)β(J,h)

exists and is independent of boundary conditions, for arbitrary OΊ, ...,ι'π}. The
approach to the limit is exponential. Furthermore, the correlations
<σ f l; ... σίn>0(J, ft) have almost surely tree decay, with decay rate
M ̂  const |log β\ >0, in the sense explained in Sect. 1.3, (1.14), and in Theorem 7.2.

It is worth noting that the expansion described in this section extends the
domain of convergent expansions for the fixed Jtj, random ht case. We can obtain
the model considered in Sects. 1-7 by putting 7= 1 , A = 0. Then S0 = 0 and we have
an expansion no matter what H=(hfY/2 is, for sufficiently small β. The expansion
before worked for large H, in particular H such that e

2vβ~V^εHβ <^ ι? with ε small.
Altogether the hatched region in Fig. 3 is covered.

Fig. 3
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Near the H = 0 axis, and at low temperatures, there is a possible ordered phase
[model (4") in the Introduction]. Of course, when H = 0 there are convergent low
temperature (Peierls) expansions for the ordered phase.

Low Temperature, Predominantly Ferromagnetic Spin Glass

This model is defined in terms of

[AL= Σ Λ(σ)exp/?Γ Σ Vi^l, (8-9)
(σύieΛ \_(ijyCΛudΛ J

and we put σt = 1 for i e Λc (symmetry breaking boundary conditions). We assume
v ̂  2 so that a Peierls argument can work. We again take independent Gaussian
Jf/s, with Jij = J, (Jij — T)2 = A2. By scaling β we can assume 7=1. We require
that A be small, in particular Δ2<(κβ)~l for some constant K. Thus small or
negative J^ 's are unlikely. For a good low temperature expansion, we need /J> 1,
too.

We must make some modifications in the constructions of singular sets.
Starting with SQ = {j: Jtj< 1/2 for some nearest neighbor i of/}, we go through the
constructions as before, but with a modified notion of volume. For Xc%v we
define

Σ β\JiA], (8.10)

where the brackets denote integer part. This allows for the especially poor
estimates we expect for clusters containing antiferromagnetic bonds. Thus in (2.2)
or in other appearances of vol(X) or \X\, we use (8.10). The proof of Proposition 2.1
(entropy bound and minimal volume bound) goes through with this new definition
of volume.

As before, we must verify that the volume factors (from entropy bounds or
estimates on cluster activities) can be dominated by the small probability of
occurrence of singular sets. Let Cc2v. The probability that C is a component,
of S9

k is bounded by

εvol(C)? (g

where ε->0 as A->Q. The first factor allows us to choose which of the at most
v Card C bonds in C have Jtj < 0, which have 0 ̂  Jtj < 1/2, and which have 1/2 ̂  Jtj.

1 1/2

On the second class (N2 bonds) we estimate _ J e~(J~1}2/2A2dJ by e~ί/2A2; on
o

the first class (N^ bonds) we estimate - j - e~(J~ 1)2/2J2 by e~(ί + 2™2A\ Allowing

a combinatoric factor e1 J|/2J2 to control the /-integral, we obtain the left-hand side
of (8.11). This is bounded by εvol(C) because N^ + N2^ 1/2 Card C.

The next step is to produce an expansion analogous to (3.2). We start by writing
a contour expansion without regard to singular regions with poor bounds. We
define σmin = l, Emin=- Σ Jίp and A(σmin) = exp ( Σ sλ . Given a spin

<i,j>CzluδJ \ieA J

configuration, let Γ denote the set of sites in frustrated bonds (bonds <i J> such
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that σtσj = - 1). Let {γμ} denote the connected components of Γ - connectedness in
the nearest neighbor sense. These are the contours of the configuration. We label
each component of yc with a boundary condition, + or -, to indicate the sign of
spins in y adjacent to those components.

In order to avoid unpleasant constraints arising from matching of boundary
conditions of contours, and to treat the effect of contours on the observable, we use
collapsing expansions, emphasized in [8]. The spin configuration is resummed in
minus components of γc to produce a partition function with minus boundary
conditions. We multiply and divide by the corresponding partition function with
plus boundary conditions, and contour-expand the one in the numerator.
Continuing the process, we obtain a contour expansion, where each contour y has
+ boundary conditions on the component of yc containing Λ\ and where for each
minus component of yc there is a corresponding factor of a ratio of partition
functions, minus over plus.

The result is the following expansion :

A(σmίn)e-lSE^Σ ΓΊKlv), (8-12)
{yμ} μ

where

r(y)= Σ expΓΣs^-lH Σ
σ\γ compatible with γ \_iεy

v (8 13)

For σ to be compatible with γc, it must equal 1 on the boundary of the component
of yc containing Λc, and it must be constant on the boundary of every component of
yc. Furthermore, each i e γ must be in a frustrated bond <zj> with σiσj = — L The
components of yc with minus boundary conditions are denoted {Fv}, and we have
defined

Σ e x p Γ Σ w + Σ βJtfflλ. (8.14)
= ± i for ίeavv \jeVv

The contour activities obey the bound

. (8.15)

Each frustrated bond <JJ>, iey\S0 yields a factor e 2βJi^e βJίj. Changing
variables, σ-> — σ, in [yl(Fv)]7,7v,

 we see that each ratio is really an expectation of
expΓ —2 Σ siσί] in an appropriate measure. Hence it is bounded by

expΓ Σ 2\st\], and all the ratios and s-factors are bounded by e2δ. The spin sum
[ieFv J

produces a factor 2Cardy. Each frustrated bond <ι'j)CynS0 produces a factor
e~2βjij, which is less than 1 if J^O, less than e2β}Jij] if Jy^0. Hence (8.15) holds
with our modified definition of volume.

Differentiation with respect to s-parameters are treated in a manner analogous
to that in the high temperature spin glass, since derivatives of the ratios in Fv

produce truncated expectations of expΓ-2 Σ s ί σ ί ] with σi's The only new
L l'e^v J
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feature is an extra factor 2'^' to allow for the choice of differentiating the
observable exp Γ — 2 Σ sp^\ or the measure

|_ ιe^v

Σ
<i,j>CF v

Thus we have

We now obtain the standard form (3.2) for our expansion by summing (8.12)
within C-connected sets X(0) or 7(0). We have

{yμ} filling X<0) μ

We obtain (3.7), (3.8) for these cluster activities, with 2 |Λ| replaced by 4 |Λ| | J>| ! and
with 2'*(0)n5°l replaced by ^voi<*<°>ns0)β τhus

-iv

with m = β/2 — c. The combinatorics of the sum over {γμ} in (8.17) is by now trivial;
the combinatoric factors are bounded by e

cCaΐd(χ(0))<,e

c™κχ(0)\ The large decay
iβ\X(0\S0\ allows the replacement of vol(JT(0)) with vol (X(0\S0). The modifica-
tions in (3.7), (3.8) do not affect the estimates in Sect. 5 much; in particular, we still

obtain (5.1) with 4 |Λ| replacing 2 |Λ|.
We can proceed with the expansion as in Sects. 3 and 4. Some new clusters are

considered which as always are the ones resulting from an expansion of
unnormalized expectations of products of characteristic functions in C£k)'s. In this
case we have χmin(C<f}) setting σ = 1 in C(£\ and the new clusters can contain sites in
dC(? (just as if Cf were part of Λc). We obtain then the formula (6.2) for z(C?>)~ \
only < \c&> is replaced with < X^cgo The latter is defined by restricting the
original measure to configurations with σ = 1 in 5C£fc)uCjf)c, so that only clusters
contained in C(^ arise in the reconstruction of

The end result is the expansion

Σ β J t j + Σ [
Λ ^OLα

(8.19)

from which we easily obtain expectations by differentiating with respect to the s/s.
We find that the expectation of a single spin is strictly positive, with high
probability (symmetry breaking), as well as our usual results about decay of
truncated functions.

Theorem 8.2. Choose β sufficiently large. Then, with probability 1 with respect to J,
there is nonzero spontaneous magnetization, and connected correlations have tree
decay, with decay rate M^const /?>0, in the sense of Sect. 1.3, (1.14).
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